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* Ano nanairo no niji no mukougawa
Bokura no yume wo yobiokosu tame ni
Ai ni ueteru kono yoru wo koete
Atsui mirai e nage KISS
In order to wake my dream
on the other side of the 7 color rainbow
Starving for your love, I overcome the night
A kiss thrown to the passionate future

ARUFABETTO de tsuzutta toomawashi no RABURETTA
Nanigenaku yubi de nazoreba kokoro ga henshin suru
yo
Sora wo tondeta kore wa kitto yume ja nai
TORANSU de odorou ano ko wa tenshi akuma
If I casually trace the indirect love letter
written with the alphabet with my finger, my heart will
transform
I was flying in the sky, I'm sure that wasn't a dream
Let's dance in a trance, that child is an angel, a devil

Kagaku hannou nani ga dekiru darou
Atarashisugite WAKE ga wakaranai
PURASUCHIKKU na PANORAMA no sekai
Kono saki wa doko e mukau no?
Baby baby baby...
I wonder what a chemical reaction can do
It's too new, I don't understand the reason
A plastic, panorama world
Where will you go towards from now?
Baby baby baby...

Tsumasaki tachi no shoujo kimi no naka no OK SAIN
Tenareta tetsuki de asonda SUTORESU to BAIORENSU
da
Sora wo tobu no sa bunmei no riki wa tsuzuki
Kokoro ga hitori aruki ano ko wa doko no dare?
A girl standing on tiptoes, within you, it's an OK sign
I played tamely; it's stress & violence
I fly in the sky; the modern convenience is a
continuation
My heart goes on its own, where is that child from?
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Haruka tooku no sora no mukougawa
Bokura no yume wo yobiokosu tame ni
AUTOROO nara kowagarazu yuku yo
Tomaranai yume dakishimete
Baby baby baby...
In order to wake my dream
that is on the other side of the distant sky
If it's an outlaw, I will go without being scared
Hold onto the dream that doesn't stop

Haruka tooku no sora no mukou
PURASUCHIKKU na PANORAMA no sekai
The other side of the distant sky
A plastic, panorama world

* repeat
Baby baby baby...
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